
Self Adhesive Matte
How-To Guide

#1: What You’ll Need

#2: Peel down a corner tab

with the print in place laying 

above the foam core board.

• 2 People

• Gloves

• X-Acto Knife

• Cutting Area

• Cutting Floor

• Big Straight Edge

• Foam Core Board  

*ideally larger than your print

#3: Fold down ~2” of plastic and 

crease it so that it doesn’t inter-

fere with the inital edge’s stick.



#4: Stick down the edge (~1”) #5: Grab plastic, hold print up

#6: Peel Away! (Slowly)

Person 1:

• Use 1 hand to peel away 

plastic beneath (slow!)

• Use other hand (with

glove) to rub top of

print back and forth

across entire width heading 

towards other end (slow!)



Person 2:

Hold up the other end, slowly lower it as person 1 gets closer to end.

#6: Prepare to let go

As you get close to the end, 

person 2 will need to prepare 

to let go. Do this when there 

is about 1.5” of print left to 

stick.

When person 2 lets go, peel 

off the rest of the plastic and 

stick down the edge. Start 

from the stuck down side 

and move towards person 2.



#7: Peel away plastic sheet, then place it on top of the newly stuck print

(this is to protect the print from the straight edge in the next step)

#8: Place straight edge along edge, prepare to cut.

For full bleed cuts, we  

recommend using crop 

marks when exporting the 

file before print. Otherwise, 

leave about 2cm beyond the 

straight edge. 



#9: Cut away excess foam core from all 4 sides.

#10: Pop out finished product.

• Both people use 1 hand to apply pressure to ends of straight edge

• 1 Person cut, apply pressure to ensure you cut through the foam core

• Try to do 1 big cut, instead of lots of little ones

*If the finished cut doesn’t pop 

out of the foam frame easily,  

don’t bend it. Go back in and  

apply more pressure to your  

existing cut lines with the knife.


